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REVISED IMPACT DYNAMIC DESIGN-ANALYSIS METHOD (RIDDAM)

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

DDAM

A particular dynamic design-analysis method. DDAM, has been
applied to selected equipment on Navy ships since 1960. The DDAM is
based on measurements of the responses of shipboard equipment to

,. controlled tests against ships with underwater explosions.
Measurements from a variety of ships showed that the responses of

. equipment to the shock from an underwater-explosion attack could
be approximated fairly well by considering only the location of the
equipment on the ship, the weight of the equipment, and its natural
frequency of vibration. Collected measurements were fitted to simple
formulas depending on location, weight, and frequency that could be
used to check the ability of equipment to resist shocks from
underwater explosions.

The DDAM can be looked at in modern terms as an approximate
method of conducting a substructure analysis of a complex dynamic
system. In the DDAM all of the effort in the analysis is directed
toward one particular substructure, representing the equipment of
interest. The main structure, consisting of all the rest of the ship, is

N taken as a standard structure whose properties do not need to be
specially determined. The experimental measurements of the shock
that the ship can transmit to equipment of different weights and
frequencies during an underwater-explosion attack take the place of
an analysis of the ship s structure

The effort of the analvst in applying the DDAM is limited to
determining the frequencies and weights associated with one
particular item of equipment. The formulas from the DDAM then
provide the analyst immediately with the responses that would be
expected at each weight and frequencv if the equipment were
mounted at a particular location on a standard ship during an attack
against the ship with an underwater explosion The analyst performs.

Mamascnpi approved November 13. 1987.N X%
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in effect, a substructure analysis without having to analyze the main
structure or consider location of the equipment beyond the broad
categories given in the formulas

IDDAM

Calculations for the DDAM are based on the assumption that the
shock from an underwater explosion produces a translation of the ship
in a single direction, with all of the supports for the equipment
moving identically. This is generally a good approximation for
compact equipment or for explosions that take place in the water
some distance from the ship.

An extension of the DDAM. referred to as IDDAM (Impact
DDAM) was developed in 1977 in response to a request for a dynamic
design-analysis method that could be applied to the case of the impact
of exercise (nonexploding) torpedoes against the hull of a submarine
Here th shock applied to the several supports for a particular item of
equipment attached to the hull could vary greatly, from a severe
shock to a support directly in way of the impact to shocks of smaller
and smaller severitv with increase in distance from the point of
impact.

Determining the response of a structure to independent motions
of multiple supports involved only a minor elaboration of DDAM.
However. the weight of the structure had to be distributed among the
separate supports in a self-consistent fashion in order to allow the
simple formulas involving weight and frequency to be applied When
all of the supports move identically, as in DDAM, the full weight reacts
against the common motion, but when the motions are different the t
weight appears as a combination of direct and cross terms among the
supports, adding appreciably to the complexity of the method.

REVISION OF THE IDDAM

RIDDAM

The present report describes a new version of the IDDAM
referred to here as RIDDAM 'Revised IDDAM). The RIDDAM simplifies
the method of calculating the effective weight of a structure with t
multiple supports

I
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Comguter-aided analysis

The original DDAM was developed at a tLime when structural-
analysis computations were regularly done using pencil, paper, and a
desk calculator. Its procedures have been carried over to the present
IDDAM.

Firs, turn on your computer In the following, the equations for
the IDDAM have been written using the matrix notation that is
common for computer-aided analysis, on the assumption that a

*, computer rather than a desk calculator will be used to analyze the
structure. Appendix A gives some of the elements of matrix algebra
for readers who are not entirely familiar with matrix notation
Appendix B lists a computer program that can be used to analyze
simple structures on any computer that has a compiler or interpreter
for the BASIC computer language.

The rewritten equations for the IDDAM produce a more compact
notation and simpler calculations but make no change in its
procedures.

Effective weight

The RIDDAM does make a substantial change in procedures bv
the method it uses to determine effective weight, however.

In both the DDAM and the IDDAM the weight of a normal mode
of vibration is considered as reacting against supports only to the
extent that the supports are driven by a shock input. The weight (-)f a
mode thus varies with direction of the input in the DDAM and varies
with the distribution of shock severities among the supports in the
IDDAM.

The method of determining the weight of a mode in the
RIDDAM presumes that the mode reacts against all of the supports
whenever it responds to a shock delivered through any of them The
effective modal weight in the RIDDAM is thus independent (;f the
particular shock that is applied. Calculations are not only simplified,
but reduced to the more-rational basis of assuming that the structure
reacts against all of its supports whenever it is forced to undergo
accelerations from any cause

, 3



PROCEDURE

Mathematical model

The equipment (substructure) is modeled as a linear, elastic,
and undamped structure. Details of the model depend an
requirements of the computer program that is used.

Freguencies

Frequencies are found by doing a standard normnal-mode
analysis of the model with fixed interfaces at the points of attachment
to the ship.

ParticirDation factors

The normal-mode analysis provides a set ofi factors showing
how the motion of each support participates in producing a response
of each of the normal modes.

Modal weig~hts

The critical feature of both the DDAM and the IDDANI is the
assignment of an effective mass to each normal mode of vibration.
The effective mass is used as a measure of the reactive force t cat the
mode applies to the supports for the equipment when the equipment
is accelerating in response to a shock. In the RIDDAM ths effective
mass s obtained simply by adding mass-normazed participation

factors by absolute value and squaring the sum.

As for the DDAM, the 'inputs for the IDDAn are ormuJas
showing the response of a normal mode of vbraton as a function of
its weight, frequency, and location on board ship. In the DDAM all of
the supports are assumed to move together a one particular dsrection.
The IDDAM relaxes this assumption bv providin ducing a puts r
different supports. Tue of both the same inputs as the IDDM

assignment,.- of. an effective, mass to "each ormal" mod' o, v . _
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Stresses and deformations

Responses of the modes are combined to estimate forces,
stresses, strains, and deformations throughout the model of the
equipment. The stresses and deformations at critical locations are
compared with allowable values to assess the ability of the equipment
to withstand a particular shock. Deformations produced by
differences in the motions of redundant supports are included in both
the IDDAM and the RIDDAM.

OUTLINE

The report begins with a brief overview of the theoretical basis
for the normal-mode method used in the RIDDAM. It continues with a
discussion of some of the practical compromises that are necessary to
keep its implementation simple, and a description of some of the
problems that the compromises generate. There are some worked-out
examples of analyses of simple structures by the RIDDAM. The object ,
is to supply enough information so that an analyst can apply the
RIDDAM to his own item of equipment by following the discussions
and examples given here.
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THEORY

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Bal~nce of forces

Most computer programs for dynamic analysis represent the
structure by a matrix equation of the form

Ma + K - Fu, I

where a(t) is a time-varying column vector of accelerations at selected
points (nodes) on the structure and x(ti is a column vectokr of
displacements. The symmetric matrices M and K represent the mass
and stiffness of the structure. The column vector u(t) consists of
displacements of the supports for the structure: the rectangular matrix
of support stiffnesses F converts displacements of the supports into
forces applied to the coordinates of the structure The equation
balances these forces against the forces Ma and Kz from the mass and
stiffness of the structure.

The motions represented by Equation I can be translations in Id'

any direction or rotations about any axis, with elements of M, K. and F "w
being mass, mass moment of inertia, force per deflection, or moment *0.
per angle. It is assumed that all the translations and rotations are
small, the stiffnesses are constant. and there is no damping in the
structure.

Discussions here are framed in terms of translations
(displacements and forces) with the understanding that rotational
motions (angles and moments) are also included.

Other reoresentations

Some methods of structural analysis are based on other than
the force-balance equation. For example, the displacement-balance
equation

K- Ma + = K-1 F u 2

6
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has been popular for use with a desk calculator. Here K-I the inverse
of the stiffness matrix) 's a matrix of influence coefficients that shows
the displacements of all the points on the structure when unit force is
applied to one of the points. The support influence matrix K-IF
represents the position of the structure produced by the motion of its
supports. The equation balances these equilibrium displacements
against the dynamic displacements that include forces from the
accelerations of the masses.

The displacement-balance equation is not well suited to
computer-aided analyses because the matrix K-IM is full of nonzero
elements and is not symmetric. A computer needs less memory and
can run faster using the matrices M and K, both of which are sparse
and symmetric.

Discussions here are in terms of the force-balance equation as
the equation most common in computer programs for dynamic
structural analysis.

NORMAL MODES OF VIBRATION

Mass normalization

Many computer programs begin a normal-mode analysis by
generating a square or rectangular matrix Q that makes

QTMQ - I 13,

be a unit matrix. Normalizing on the mass matrix in this way
produces a simple and efficient analysis, and has been assumed in the
following discussion. A later paragraph will consider the alterations
that are necessary when other methods of normalization are used

Diagonalizing the stiffness matrix

The matrix Q can also be chosen to make

QT = " ,4)

.. 7
7 •
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be a diagonal matrix. There are man,, different numerical methods

for generating a Q that will satisfy Equations 3 and 4 simultaneously.
Which is best depends on the size of the problem, the distribution of
the nonzero elements in M and K, and how many elements of Q are to
be calculated. Many programs offer a choice of methods and may also

have ways of decreasing the sizes of the structural matrices to speed
up the calculation.

Normal-mode equations

If the matrix Q is used to transform the accelerations and
displacements by

a -Qb, x Qy. i

and if Equation I is premultiplied by QT, there results

b P2 y - QTF u. "6)

Because p2 is diagonal. each element of the acceleration b(ti and
displacement y(t) on the left side represents an independent oscillator
with a fixed-base angular frequency given by the square root of its
element of p2 . The responses of the oscillators can be converted back
to motions of the structure bv Equation 5.

Standard form

Equation 6 can be reduced to standard form l'or each oscillator
by writing it as

b p2 y p2 RTu ,71

where

RT - p-2QTF

is a rectangular matrix called the pJivic-ipation, Ic,,,r The matrix RT
converts the displacements ult' ()I the supports to a generalized

78
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displacement representing the motion of the base of each one of the
normal-mode oscillators. The participation-factor matrix has as many
columns as there are separate supports for the structure, and as many
rows as there are normal modes.

Each of the normal modes in Equation 7 responds as if it were a
single oscillator supported from a base whose displacement is given
by one of the elements of RTU(t). That is, if y(t) is the displacement
and b(t) is the acceleration of one of the normal modes, the equation
for its response is

4

b+ p2v = P2rTu, (9)

where rT is the row from RT that corresponds to the elements yltt and
b(t), and P2 is the square of the angular frequency of the mode.

MODAL MASS

What the modal mass does

A force is required to produce an acceleration of a real structure
that has mass. This force reacts against the supports for the structure
and, in all practical cases where the supports are attached to some
other structure, produces motions of the supporting structure.

The displacements ut) of the supports need to be considered as
consisting of two components. One component is the motion Ior lack of
motion. that would be expected Af the structure were not in place. The
other component is the motion produced by the reaction force as the
structure accelerates.

If the structure is analyzed into its normal modes, each normal
mode needs to be assigned a mass so its reaction force can be
determined.

A simple example of modal mass

Suppose a single mass M is supported by a set of parallel
springs having a total stiffness K. The equation of motion can be
written

9



Ma - Kx - fTu. ,l0 ,

where fT is a row vector whose elements are the stiffnesses of the
individual springs and u(t) is a column vector of the displacements at
the points where each spring is attached to some other structure.

Follow the method of analysis given in the preceding sections as
if the mass M and the stiffness K were matrices with just one row and
one column. First define a modeshape Q that makes

QMQ - I. Il-

Notice that Q is the inverse square root of M, and that

QKQ - K/M - p2  12,

is the square of the natural frequency of the mass as supported by all
the springs. p

Continue to find the participation factor

rT - p-2QfT '13,

and reduce it to

rT = (K/M)- 1 M-1 /2 fT "'M fT/K. 1

Summing the elements of the participation-factor vector gives the
square root of M. and squaring the sum recovers M as the mass of the
single mode of the structure.

The same procedure can be applied to Equation 9 to determine
an effective mass for the mode whose acceleration is b(t). That is. add
the elements of the row from the participation-factor matrix and
square the sum to find the mass that must be accelerated when the
structure responds with motions in one particular normal mode of
vibration.

O.1
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Avolding an analysis of the supporting structure

The advance of the DDAM was in pointing out that the effect of
reaction forces on a particular structure can be found experimentally
by mounting substructures to it and measuring the responses of
substructures having different masses and frequencies. The results

from the tests can then be applied to predict the responses of modes
of other items mounted to the structure provided their masses and
frequencies are known. The supporting structure thus does not need
to be analyzed in order to estimate the shock response of items
attached to it.

Some approximation is inherent in this assumption, especially if
responses measured for one particular structure are applied to
different but similar structures. Supporting structures can differ
because of other substructures mounted near the substructure of
interest, or even as a result of other modes of the substructure being
analyzed. However, the advantage of being able to estimate the
response of a particular item of equipment without having to make a
detailed analysis of the supporting ships structure makes the method
attractive despite the potential errors.

Independent motions of multiole supports

Squaring the sum of the elements in a row of the influence-
* coefficient matrix, as shown in the simple example above, will give an

effective mass for the mode if all the reactions are in the same
"" direction, as they were for the parallel springs in the example. If

some of the reactions are positive and some are negative, the squared
sum will give an effective mass producing a net force on all of the
supports taken together. This is the effective mass used in the DDAM. ,

,. where differences in the motions of different supports are not
considered.

If each point of support is taken as attached to a separate
structure, the reactions will produce independent motions of each
support in accordance with the direction and magnitude of each force. ',

, In this case the effective mass acting against all the supports should
be determined by adding the participation factors by absolute value
(that is, ignoring their directions) and then squaring the sum. Notice

N % ,,



that with independent motions of multiple supports, the reactions
occur and the supports are moved whenever a mode is accelerated,
whether the acceleration was initiated by a shock delivered through a 6
particular support or not. .Jr

Using the square of the sum of the absolute values of the mass-
normalized participation factors as a measure of the mass of a normal
mode of vibration is the only substantial change that the RIDDAM
makes in the IDDAM. The IDDAM distributed the mass of each mode
among the supports in accordance with the shock severity at each
support. In the RIDDAM each mode has a mass that is independent of
the shocks that are applied.

Comparison of aooroximations in determining modal mass 9

In the original DDAM. the shock motion of a ship was considered
to be a rigid-body translation in a single direction. All the supports
for an item of equipment underwent the same motion and the masses
of the modes were the effective masses reacting against that common
motion. In the RIDDAM each support is taken as attached to a
structure that can move independently of the other supports and the -

effective mass of each mode reacts against all of the supports in
whatever direction applies at each support.

It is recognized, of course, that points located near one another Sr

on the structure of a ship are neither tied rigidly together (DDAM) nor
completely independent (RIDDAM). The object of the procedures
adopted in each case is to provide a reasonable and simple method of
estimating the effects of the reaction forces without having to extend
the analysis into the details of the supporting structure.

Li mitations

The example shown in Equations 10 to I I was for a single mass
moving in a single direction. Later examples will show that the
procedure of adding influence coefficients by absolute value and
squaring the sum gives an effective mass for a mode even when a
structural model includes translations in different directions or
rotations about different axes.,S

12
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The IDDAM inputs represent linear accelerations as a function
of effective mass and frequency. Applied through different supports,
these accelerations can induce rotational and cross-axis responses of a
structure. However, no inputs are supplied to show how the response
of a structure to a rotation of one of its supports might depend on the
mass moment of inertia about that support.

The RIDDAM uses the inputs developed for the IDDAM. As a
result of the lack of rotational inputs, it is necessary that the structure
be modeled so that its response depends on translational inputs only.
This can be done in either of two ways: A support can be taken as
irrottional, so that moments applied to it do not cause any rotation.
Alternately, the joint at the support can be taken as pinned, so that
the structure can rotate freely about that point without producing any
rotation of the supporting structure.

INPUTS

Differential eg uations

The inputs to the analysis consist of predetermined solutions to
the equations

Mc . MP 2 z - MP 2 u, I

where c(t) is the acceleration and z(t) is the displacement of an
oscillator having mass M and frequency P. Here ult1 is the
displacement of the support for the oscillator, including both the
motion induced by an external force and the motion resulting from the
reaction of the mass of the oscillator against its support.

Because of the reaction, the acceleration of the oscillator varies
with its mass as well as with its frequency In the DDAM. all the
support motions are taken as identical, so onlv one function is needed
for the base motion ult), but in the IDDAM the supports can move
independently and there is a separate Equation 15 for the effect of
each support on each mode.

13



ADgving the inDuts to the normal modes

The equation for the response of one of the normal modes,

b p2 v - PZ rTu. (16
"I(

uses a row from the influence-coefficient matrix to take a linear
combination over the motions of all of the supports and uses that
combination to find the response of the mode. The process can be
reversed by calculating responses first and then taking the linear
combination to obtain

b - rTc. 1171

where b(t) is the acceleration of the mode and c(M, P, t is a column
vector of the solutions to Equation 15 for the mass and frequency of
the mode and for the shock applied to each of the supports

If the response accelerations ctM, P, t) for each support are
already provided, Equation 17 will give the responses for the modes of
the substructure without the necessity of solving any differential
equations.

ACCELERATIONS. FORCES, STRESSES. AND DEFORMATIONS

Accelerations

Scale the matrix of modeshapes to

A -QB, '18

where B(t) is a diagonal matrix of the accelerations b(tl of the
individual modes and Alt) is now. by Equation 5, a matrix whose
columns represent the accelerations of the coordinates of the structure
in each mode. It is convenient at this point to keep the responses in
the different modes separate because of approximations that will be
made later in combining responses in di'ferent modes.

14 % % %
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Multiply the matrix of accelerations by the mass matrix M to
obtain

G=MA (19)

as a matrix whose columns represent the forces applied to the
structural nodes by the accelerations of each mode.

Stresses and deformations

The forces will produce time-varying stresses and deformations
in the structure that are proportional to the combination of forces in
each mode. The stresses and deformations at critical points on the
structure can be used, to estimate the ability of the structure to
survive the accelerations given by the inputs.

WARPAGE

Additional deformations

The displacement-balance equation (Equation 2.

x - KL- F u - K-1 M a 20)

shows that the response xii of the structure depends on the motions
of its supports ult) as well as on its acceleration ai iI The preceding
modal analysis accounts for the forces, stresses, and deformations
produced by acceleration only It is necessary to supplement the
acceleration-generated responses with a check of any additional
deformations land resulting stresses) that may be produced by
differences in motions of individual supports.

Note that if the motions of the supports are all identical as
assumed in the DDAMW there will a displacement response but no
additional deformation of the structure. There also is no warping
deformation Ltf the supports are not redundant or if the motions of the

''C
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supports can be described by a :ombination of rigid-body
displacements and rotations.

Effect of reaction forces

The structure will resist warping deformation by generating
static forces that tend to decrease the differences between the motions
of its supports. Again, as in the case of the effect of modal mass on
acceleration responses, an estimate of the effect of the reaction forces
can be made in terms of an experimental or analytical decrease in
warping with increasing static reactions of a structure against relative
motions of a standard or typical supporting structure.

SUMMARY

The preceding theory shows how the responses of substructures
can be estimated under standard conditions while mounted to a
particular supporting structure. The characteristics of the supporting
structure are evaluated by determining the responses it can produce
in oscillators having different masses and frequencies and the static
warpage it can produce in redundant supports with different
reactions.

The structure of interest is then analyzed into oscillators having
different masses and frequencies and into reactions against relative
motions of its supports Direct comparison with the responses
determined for the supporting structure then allows responses of the
structure to be estimated

The theory has the potential for being exact if the supporting
structure were identical from one substructure to the next. In
application, however, supporting structures tend to be similar but not
identical. Then the accuracy of the method depends on how much
variety is allowed in supporting structures before a new set of
characteristics must be applied.

16
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APPLICATION

UNITS

Convenience

The IDDAM is based on user-friendly engineering units in which
Newtons law is satisfied for forces in pounds, masses in pounds, and
accelerations in multiples of the acceleration of gravity. The
acceleration of gravity is defined as 38(' inches per second per second
(9 8044 meters per second per second with one inch equal to 0.0254
meters). A pound of force is then 4.447 Newtons, while a pound of
mass is 0.4536 kilograms.

Innuts

The tabulated inputs for the !DDAM give acceleraions in
multiples of the acceleration of gravity Igi as a function of weights in
pounds and frequencies in Hertz (cvcles per second).

ComDuter

Most computer programs will not allow forces and masses both
to be entered in pounds A common convention for using such
programs in the inch-pound-second system is to enter masses in umts
of 386 pounds. That is. weights in pounds are divided by 3,(S to
obtain masses for entry into the computer program. rorces can then
be entered in pounds. with stiffnesses in pounds per inch and elasuc
moduli in pounds per square inch. There ,s no accepted name for the
unit of mass that weighs 386 pounds. although the term Flinch has
been suggested as a parallel to 6he "erm slug that is used "or the
similar unit in the foot-pound-second svstem

17
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SCALING OF MODESHAPES

Arbitrary scaling

Some computer programs apply scale factors to the modeshapes
to produce a modal matrix QS, where S is a diagonal matrix of scale
factors. One popular method of scaling makes the largest element in
each column of QS have the value unity, for example. The theory
shown here was based on mass-normalized modeshapes in which
QTMQ - I was a unit matrix. Modifications are needed if modeshapes

have been scaled otherwise.

Effect of the scaling

With scaled modeshapes,

(QS)TMQS - S2 (21.'

is diagonal but not a unit matrix. Also,

(QS)TK QS - S2 P2  122)

is diagonal but its elements are no longer the squares of the natural
frequencies. Using the scaled modeshapes in the transformations

a - QS b. X - QSy f23'

converts the force-balance equation

M a - Ki - Fu 24)

to

S2 b - S2 p2 y - jQS)T F u 125)

as the analog of the normal-mode equations.

18
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A misinterpretation

The elements of S2 in Equation 25 have been referred to as
masses of the normal modes and even used as if they were masses in
some calculations. One popular computer program refers to them as
"generalized masses" in its printed output. The elements of S2 have
completely arbitrary positive values that depend only on what
criterion was used to scale the modeshapes and have no physical
significance.

Removing the scale factors

The scale factors contained in S must. simply be removed step-
by-step as the analysis proceeds. First, divide by the elements of S2

to obtain the squares of the natural frequencies as

p2 - S-2 (S2 p2). 126)

Next, recognize two kinds of participation factors. The mass-
normalized participation factor must be recovered from

RT - S- [p-2 (QS)T F]. (27.

The responses of the scaled modes, however, must be found from the

equation

b . p2y - p2[p-2S-2(QS)TFlu. (28)

so that the participation factor for this operation must be obtained
from

RIT -P-2S-2(QS)TF .  291

Notice that any computer program that displays natural
frequencies must have calculated a value of S2 in order to evaluate
Equation 26, so it should not be necessarv to recalculate the scale
factors (Equation 2 ) in order to find what factors to remove.

5,9-.
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Avoiding the scaling '.:

Many computer programs begin a normal-mode analysis by
choosing a modeshape matrix that reduces QTMQ to a unit matrix.
With such programs the mass-normalized modeshapes are
fundamental and subsequent scaling may be an option that need not
be selected.

If only scaled modeshapes are available from a particular
program, it may be more efficient to remove the scale factors directly
from the modeshapes by dividing each column of QS by its element of
S and then proceeding in a mass-normalized fashion, rather than
dividing repeatedly by the scale factors as results are being calculated

SUPPRESSION OF TIME HISTORIES

The theory indicates that a supporting structure must be
characterized by a set of time-history accelerations c(M. P. t) that
differ for each mass M and frequency P of oscillator that may be
supported from it. Moreover, the time histories cannot be oscillations
at the frequency P. because P is a Alxed-2ase frequencv and the
essential feature of the supporting structure is that it cannot be
considered to be a fixed base.

In addition, the response of a multimode structure with
multiple independent supports must be determined bv superposing
separate time-history responses for each mode and each suppnrt.
Such combinations were impractical for routine analyses when DDAM
was under development about 1960.

Simolification

The IDDAM follows the lead established by the DDAMI in
suppressing the time variation of the response acceleration. It
characterizes supporting structures in terms of the peak 'largest
absolute value) of acceleration that they can produce fo7 an oscillator
of mass M and fixed-base frequency P

20
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Suppressing the time histories allows supporting structures to
be described by double-entry tables showing peak acceleration as a
function of mass and frequency, and eliminates the superposition of
time histories for multiple modes and multiple supports in
determining responses. It leads to problems, however, in estimating
the combined effects of several modes whose individual responses are
given only in terms of their peak values.

TIME HISTORIES AND COMBINATION RULES

*LUoer and lower bounds

It is clear that if the peak responses of several modes were all
to occur in the same direction at the same instant of time, the
combined response would be the sum of the individual peaks and that
this sum would be an upper bound for a time-history combination of
responses. A lower bound may also exist if one of the peak values is
large enough to dominate the combination even if all the other peaks
happened to occur simultaneously in the opposite direction. Either
occurrence is possible but unlikely in a sum of time histories.

Combination rules

Simple and arbitrary rules can be defined to estimate a peak
from a combination of responses that are described only by their
individual peak values. Any rule adopted ought to define a combined
peak falling in the range from the lower to the upper bound. The rule
should select a likely value in that range and should be adjusted to
avoid too much overconservatism or underconservatism.

The exact form of a combination rule is not important in areas
of a structure where one mode predominates, so that the upper and
lower bounds do not differ greatly A combination of engineering
judgment, common sense, and experimental data are needed to
determine combination rules when several modes have comparable
peak values so that there is a large spread between upper and lower
bounds. Under this condition the best rule would be one that avoids
obvious conditions of great overestimates or underestimates, rather

21
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than a rule that attempts to recreate an actual combination of time- .

history responses.

COMBINING PEAK RESPONSES FROM DIFFERENT SUPPORTS

Rule

A suitable rule for estimating the peak acceleration b of one
mode from a collection of peak response accelerations c at different
supports is

b = rTc. 130,

where rT is the row for the mode from the participation-factor matrix.

Discussion

8quation 30 is identical to Equation 17 that was used for S
combining time histories. It presumes that the peak responses of the
mode produced by the motions of each support all occur at the same
instant of time and in directions given by the signs of the elements of
the participation factor. Such a combination could actuallv occur
under torpedo impact if the torpedo were to strike at the center of a
symmetric array of supports, producing large responses to svmmetric
modes of the structure and no response for antisym metric modes-

Equation 30 also reconciles the RIDDAM with the DDAM v"
matching its results with those of' the DDAM for conditions in which all
of the supports would have identical motions in a single direction.

In other cases the rule provides an estimated peak that falls
between the upper and lower bounds for the combination.

COMBINING PEAK RESPONSES FOR MODES OF DIFFERENT
FREQUENCIES

The NRL Sum

An estimate of the peak stress or deformation from a
combination of peak stresses or deformations from modes of different

*.• .pi
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frequencies is obtained by c lecting the response having the largest
peak in absolute value and adding to it the square root of the sum of
the squares of the peak values of the other responses. This method of
combination is usually called the ARL Sum.

Estimated peaks obtained from the NRL Sum are always
positive numbers, but are to be interpreted as representing peaks that
may occur in either direction.

Warning

The NRL Sum is a nonlinear combination and must alwavs be
the last step in any calculation. In particular if the NRL Sum is used
to estimate a peak acceleration or a peak force from a combination of
modal peaks, that estimated peak acceleration or force cannot be used
subsequently to find stresses or deformations.

Estimating oeak stresses and deformations

Equations 18 and 19 were especially written in a form to keep

the responses of the structure in each of its modes separate down to
the point of calculating stresses and deformations. If B is a diagonal
matrix of the peak accelerations b in each mode, the peak
accelerations of the structure in each mode are obtained by scaling the
modeshape matrix according to

A - QB. 131 1

The peak forces on the structure in each mode are given by the
columns of

G= M A (32"

The stresses and deformations for each mode are obtained by solving
a separate static problem for the peak loads g that appear in each
column of the matrix of forces The loads may be positive or negative,
depending on the signs of the participation factors and the
modeshapes; these signs must be preserved through Equations 31 and
32. -"
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Strain energy'

The strain energy associated with a peak response is
proportional to the square of the strain multiplied by the elastic
modulus of the material, or proportional to the square of the stress
divided bv the elastic modulus. Summing the squares of the peak
responses thus gives a number proportional to the total energy a
particular part of the structure must accept The square root of that
sum represents the single deformation or stress that would account
for the same energy.

The NRL Sum provides an estimated peak response that is
larger than the energy-equivalent peak, but not larger than the upper
bound

SELECTION RULES FOR THE NRL SUM

Peaks to be included

Peaks from the following sources are combined into a single
NRL Sum:

I Stresses and deformations from normal operation of
equipment

2. The warping deformations and stresses from differences in
motions of multiple supports

3 Stresses and deformations from some but not usually all of
the normal modes. The NRL sum overestimates the energies Hor the
modes that are included: this overestimate can be considered as an
allowance for additional modes of the structure that were not included
in the sum

Modes to be selected

I For simple structures that can be modeled with six or fewer
degrees of freedom, the three modes of lowest frequency are usually
sufficient for determining an NRL Sum.

2. Structures of moderate complexity Iup to 60 degrees of
freedom) need only the lower-frequency modes to be included in the

244
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NRL Sum. About half as many modes as degrees of freedom is an
appropriate combination in most cases.

3. Complicated models with very many degrees of freedom (as
may be obtained from a finite-element model) may generate a "modal
thicket" in which many of the low-frequency modes represent
vibrations of lightweight parts of the structure. Here it may be better
to select modes in accordance with modal weight rather than
frequency. Modes having weights at least 2 percent of the weight o
the complete model are most likely to be significant.

'V Prestresses and bolted joints

Built-in stresses, including prestresses in bolts, are not included
in the NRL Sum of stresses. Bolted joints are expected to respond to

5,°

tensile 'loads by decreasing the clamping force rather than by
stretching the bolts. Special checks need to be made, however, to be
sure than the clamping force is not exceeded by a peak load or that
shear stress from a transverse load does not combine with the tensile
stress in a bolt to produce an excessive value of maximum normal
stress.

SUMMARY

The procedures for applying the theory to practical calculations
with the RIDDAM can be summarized in eleven steps:

I. Make a mathematical model of the structure.
2. Find the fixed-base normal modes and the mass-normalized

participation factors for the supports of the model.
3. Add the participation factors for each mode by absolute

value and square the sum to find the effective mass of each mode.
4. Refer to tables and formulas showing peak accelerations as a

function of the weight, frequency. and the location of an oscillator
relative to the point of impact of a torpedo

5. Combine the product of the participation factors and the
tabulated accelerations for each support to find the peak acceleration
of each mode

6. Scale the modeshapes by the peak accelerations to find the
peak acceleration of each point on the structure in each mode,

25
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7. Multiply the peak accelerations of the structure by the mass
matrix to find peak forces in each mode.

8. Solve the static problem for each mode to find peak stresses
and deformations at critical parts of the structure.

9. Calculate stresses and deformations from warping of the
structure caused by different motions of redundant supports..

10. Use the NRL Sum to combine stresses and deformations
from operation, warping, and selected modes at critical points in the
structure.

11. Compare the estimated peak stresses and deformations
with allowable values.

I
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS

DESIGN SPECTRA

The accelerations c(M, P) representing the peak accelerations
for oscillators having masses M and fixed-base frequencies P can be
called a design spectrum. Each point in a design spectrum is taken
from a particular time-history response of a massive oscillator. That
time history has been suppressed for simplicity.

The special problems described here arise from the suppression
of the time histories associated with the design spectra.

REPEATED FREQUENCIES

Time-history combinations

Suppose

Cl Pz - p 2 u (33;

and

c2 -P22Z2 P22 u (34)

are the responses of two oscillators to a support motion ult I" the
two frequencies are the same, PI = P, = P the time histories will beidentical and the peak accelerations will occur simultaneously %

As the accelerations are scaled by participation factor and by
modeshape, and then used to calculate forces. stresses, and
deformations, the peaks will remain coincident in time but mayv,
represent responses of different magnitude occurring in either the
same or opposite directions The combined peak is given by the
algebraic sum of the individual peak values

2 7
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NRL Sum%

if Modes I and 2 are the only two modes of the structure, the
NRL Sum will add their peak stresses and deformations by absolute
value (absolute value of the larger plus square root of the square of
the smaller). This is an appropriate combination if both responses are
in the same direction, but it may be a very large overestimate if the
modes actually produce responses in the opposite directions.

If the structure has more than two modes, either or both of
Modes I and 2 may be part of the square root of the sum of the
squares in the NRL Sum. Here their combined response will be
underestimated if they respond in the same direction, and will he
overestimated if they respond in opposite directions.

Special rule

Modes with identical frequencies should have their peak <
responses added algebraically rather than by NRL Sum.

CLOSELY-SPACED MODES

Duhamel's integral

Formal solutions for Equations 33 and 34 can be written

Cl P1
2  v(t i cosiPl't i1 dt (35' V

0

and

t ;

c = P22  vit I cosIP2(t t 11 dt 36, -
0

where

2"
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du
v = t .)7 ) ,1

dt

is the velocity of the support.

Time-history combinations

When the two accelerations are scaled by participation factor.
modeshape, mass, and stress factor they will produce a contribution

t
s(t) D, f v(t cosfPl(t t 11 dt

0

t

2 vit) cos(P2(t ii dt.
0

().

to a particular stress, where DI and D2 are combinations of all the
relevant factors for the two modes.

If the frequencies are PI - P - E and P2 - P - E. with an average
frequency P and a difference of 2E, the stress can be written

t

sit)- ID D21 ,f vit cos[Ett-ti] coslPft-t 1] dt0

-Dl -D71 v t) sinlE t-t i sin[Plt-t J1 dt )
4' 0

Aoroximation for closely-spaced frequencies

If Et is less than 1/2, the factors cos(Ett-t )I and sinlE'L !I can
be treated as positive-valued windows applied to the velocit' vit

IF
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sin(EtI I - cos(Et)with average values Et and Et over the range of

integration from 0 to t. The averages can be considered as weighting
factors applied to the velocity of the support. The first average begins
with a value of unity at the beginning of the response and decreases
with increasing time. while the second begins at zero and increases.

A criter ion

An Et of n/4 produces an average of 0,900 for the first window
and an average of 0.373 for the second. For frequency differences and
times up to this limit the stress may be approximated by

t

sit - (DI + D21 f vIt I cosIP')-t ii dt ,4010

to reasonable accuracy That is, both time histories approximate ,he
response of an oscillator at the average frequency P and their
combined stress is obtained from an algebraic sum of the factors Di
and DZ, as was the case for identical frequencies.

If the frequency difference 2E is 5 Hertz. for example. Equation
40 can be used to estimate combined peak stresses for times up to W0
milliseconds after a transient motion of the support begins

Further arwroximations

Convenience is served d the responses of modes hav:ng
identical or closely-spaced frequencies are calculated independently in
terms of their weights and frequencies Then when peak responses
are to be combined for stressez , r deformations peaks lor pairs or
clusters oi modes having near!\ the same frequenc. should be
combined by algebraic sum t,; produce a single response That
response should be treated as the respcnse of a single mode and
combined with other responses by re NRL Sum

Measurements and analvses ,i the responses ol oscillators tc
torpedo impact against a sut-marine regularly shw that peak
responses occur less than SO mJlz cnnds il,er tie initai iimnact The
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peak stresses and deformations from pairs or clusters of modes that
fall within a 5-Hertz range can then be combined algebraically rather
than by NRL Sum.

RULES OF THUMB

Suppression of the time histories is seen to require a number of
fairly-arbitrary rules concerning selection of modes and methods of

* estimating peak values from combinations of responses.
The combination rules suggested here appear to be based on

rational criteria. The rules were chosen mainly to avoid obviously-
inappropriate results and are subject to revision and reinterpretation
in light of statistical results from experimental data.

..
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EXAMPLES

A TEXTBOOK EXAMPLE

Structure

Rigid masses weighing 325 pounds and 200 pounds are
supported by springs having stiffnesses of 10,000 and 30,000 pounds
per inch, as shown in Figure 1. Each mass is prevented from rotating
by a set of roller guides that are not considered part of the supporting
structure. The masses are connected by a thin and massless beam 30
inches long. The cross-section of the beam has an area moment of
inertia of 1.25 in4 and the beam is made of a material with elastic
modulus 30 million pounds per square inch.

The structure is devised to illustrate the calculations; it is not
intended to represent anything realistic.

I.=

For coordinates Xl(t) and x21ti representing displacements of
the masses, the mass matrix is

0,/

M = 0 2002 pounds. 41

Stiffness matrix

Moving xl by one inch and holding all the other coordinates
fixed requires a force of 10,000 pounds to stretch the spring and an
additional force of

12 (30E6) 1,25 i1(30 2 16,666.67 pounds 1421

(30'3

to bend the beam as a double cantilever An equal and opposite force
must be applied to x2 to keep the other end of the beam from moving

32
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325 X .- I

u I.

'-? x2--p,

-~ 22

200 x

30,000

.1

Flgure 1. Textbook structure. Rigid masses are ;abeled.
in pouncs. Massless springs are laneled in pouns per
inch. The masses are connected by~ a massless thn beam
30 inches long with area moment 1 25 inches to tne
fourth power and elastic modulus 30 million pouncs rer
square inch. The masses are on frictionless gudes that
prevent them from rotating

4-
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Here and in the following the usual computer notation of E6 is used,
for example, to indicate multiplication by 10 to the 6th power.

Moving x while the other coordinates are held fixed stretches
its spring and also bends the beam. The forces from unit displacement ,
of one coordinate at a time can be assembled into the stiffness matrix

i ? 26666.67 -16666.67(

.- 16666.67 46666.67! pounds per inch. (431

Suoport stiffness

A one-inch displacement of uI (with everything else held fixed)
will put a force of 10,000 pounds onto xj. A similar displacement of
u2 will put a force of 30,000 pounds onto x2. The support-stiffness
matrix becomes ,-

-10000 n

F 30000_ pounds per inch. (44.

Equation of motion ,

The three matrices M. K, and F allow the structure to be
described by the force-balance equation Ma * Kx Fu. shown earlier
as Equation I in the section on Theory.

Dia.onalizing the matrices

The next step in the analysis is to find a matrix Q that will make
QTMQ be a unit matrix and also make QTKQ be a diagonal matrix, as
shown in Equations 3 and 4 This can be done most easlv bv using an
available computer program, such as in the example shown as Case I
in Appendix B. For the simple structure here, the modeshape matrix Q
can be calculated by hand. using the formula listed in Line 4 120 of the
computer program to normalize on the masses and the formulas
beginning on Line 5610 to diagonalize the stiffnesses. The modeshape
matrix

34
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q;)005198516 -(019351 14-
Q L 02466795 0-066268331 45

is from a 10-digit pocket calculator. A direct check shows that it

reduces

F 1.000 0.000 ,  (46"QT M Q - Lo.ooo (.0004

to the unit matrix and

Q57717 0.0007QTIK2 Q * 0.000 257.668- & P2 147

to a diagonal matrix.
The matrix Q can be used to represent the accelerations and

displacements of the structure in terms of normal-mode coordinates
by a - Qb and z - Qy. as shown in Equation 5.

Participation factor

The participation-factor matrix is

p 9.007 12.82 1
P)-2QTF L -0.751 7.76 = .48)

The participation factor lets the equation for the normal-mode
coordinates be written in the standard form b - p 2y = p2RTu
(Equation 7). Each element of RTu is the effective displacement of the
base of one of the normal-mode oscillators. '

Modal wei?.hts

Add along the rows of the participation-factor matrix hy

absolute value and square the result to obtain

(9.007- 12.82112 476 pounds 49'

)35
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for Mode I and

(01.751 - 7,716)2 72 pounds (50)

for Mode 2. This is the new procedure of the RIDDANI, as shown by .,

example in Equation 14."-,

, :_:-.''!.. P'.:. .A . ~ Y ~ ~ 4.'~-*

Mode frequencies )

II

D.y

2-- -'.)86 (57.717) = 23.8 Hertz ,51,

and

p

211"4386 (257.668) 50.2 Hertz 152, ,.

for Modes I and 2. The normal-mode equations for motonless-
supports, b - p2y - 0, identify the diagonal elements o7 p2 as squares

| ~of the fixed-base natural frequencies of the modes. The factor of 386 .

is the acceleration of gravity in inches per second per second, as :.

needed in the inch -pound -second system when pounds are used 1"-r
both masses and forces. ..'

.

forMoThe weights and frequencies of the modes serve as entrbes,

tabmleerations of the modes. As an eample

suppose that the tables specify a peak acceleration of 26 times theacceleration of gravity Ig) for a weight of 476 pounds and a frequencis I

of 23.8 Hertz. and an acceleration of 1 19 g for 72 pounds at 50 2 Hertz ::
These are values at the point on impact for a torpedo At a int in
the hull 30 inches away from the point of mpact the response

accelerations would be 1I1 70 g and 53 55 g. These values represent..-
peak accelerations of oscillators of' mass Mk, and fixed-base frequent\ P .

I1
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measured during tests with torpedo impacts or calculated from
Equation 15 during a computer simulation of an impact.

Peak accelerations of the modes

If the torpedo impacts in way of ul, with u located 30 inches
away from the impact, the peak accelerations of the modes are
obtained by multiplying the tabulated responses by the participation

,, factors, or

9.007 (26) - 12.821 (11.70) 38.19 g '53

for Mode I and

-0.751 (119)-7.716(53.55) = 323.82g (54)

for Mode 2.
Equations 53 and 54 correspond to applying the participation

factors to the predetermined responses, rather than applying the
participation factors to the support motions and then calculating the
responses. The two procedures give equivalent results for time-
history calculations, as explained in Equations 16 and 17. The same
combination method is recommended for peak values in Equation 30 if
the time histories have been suppressed.

Peak accelerations of the masses

Scale the shape for the first mode (the first column of Q) by
384.19 and the shape for the second mode by 323.82 to obtain

19.97 -6 27'
A 9.48 21.45i g 155!

as the peak accelerations of the masses in each mode. The first
column of A shows the peak accelerations of xj and x2 in Mode I and
the second column shows their peak responses in Mode 2. Peak
accelerations are shown separately for each mode, as recommended in
Equation 3 1.
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Forces

Multiply the masses (pounds) and the accelerations (g) to find

M F64 90  -2038]
M A -, i1896 4290' pounds (56)

as the peak forces that were applied to each mass in each mode.

Stresses and deformations

Each mode is treated as a static problem to check for stresses
and deformations at critical points on the structure. Suppose that the
critical points are the bending moments at each end of the beam and
the tensile loads applied to bolts restraining the springs A
redundant-structure analysis provides deflections

,-0.3460 -0.02431X - A.1642 0.08 3 2J inches i571

for each mass in each mode when the forces of Equation 56 are

applied as static forces to the structure. The deflections produce
forces of 3460 pounds at ul in Mode l and -243 pounds in Mode 2. At
u? the forces are 4926 pounds in Mode I and 2496 pounds in Mode 2

Warovin

Relative motions between the supports will distort the structure
through its redundant supports. Suppose. for example, that the
warping formulas specify a displacement of 0 200 inch at the impact
point and a displacement of 0.090 inch a distance of 30 inches from
the impact point. A redundant-structure analysis shows that xl will
have an equilibrium displacement of 0 1431 inch and x2 a
displacement of 0 1090 inch under these support displacements The
resulting tensions in the hold-down bolts are -5() pounds a: Support
I and an equal and opposite 569 pounds at Support 2

S'.,
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NRL S-um

Loads on the supports are to be combined by NRL Sum, subject
to the selection rules described earlier under Application. The forces
from warping and two modes (assuming no operating stresses)
combine by the rule of the largest plus square root of the sum of the
squares in the form

3460 - -(-243)2- (-569)2 = 4079 pounds (58)
p.

as an estimate of the peak force applied to the bolts at ul, and

4926 - v(2496)2 (569)2 = 7486 pounds (59)

for the bolts at u2.

Continuing

The peak forces of Equations 58 and 59 are interpreted as
applying in either direction to the hold-down bolts. The bolts need to
be tight enough so that the peak force, applied in tension, will not
cause the joint to separate. Similar calculations allow peak moments
at the ends of the beam to be estimated for comparison with allowabie
moments.

The calculations need to be repeated for a case in which a
torpedo impacts in way of u2 rather than ul. The most severe
conditions can be taken as those in which one of the supports for an
item is directly inboard of the point of impact. Then a check of
impacts at each support is sufficient to evaluate the ability of the
equipment to withstand an impact at any point near it.

AN EXAMPLE WITH CROSS-AXIS RESPONSE

Structure

A point mass is supported by two equal springs battered at

angles H above and below the horizontal, as shown in Figure 2. The
mass can move both horizontally (xl) and vertically x2 in response to
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Figure 2. Structure with cross-axis response. Mass m is
supported by two springs of stiffness k. Each spr-
slopes at an angle H from the horizontal. The dots
represent pinned joints.
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the horizontal motions of its two supports. This is another textbook
example not intended to represent a realistic structure.

In this and in the following two examples the analysis is
presented in a form parallel to that used for the first example, but
without back-references to the sections of the report on theory or
application. Please refer to corresponding sections of the first example
for appropriate references.

Matrices ,

The mass matrix.

.m 0760
M m L0 .m 6O

M Lo m 6O

represents motion of the mass in either of the two orthogonal
directions. The stiffness matrix

F 2 k cos21Hi 0 .

L? 0 2 k sin 2(H)J (61)

includes factors for the components of force and deflection in each )

spring produced by small displacements of the mass in each direction. .
The support-stiffness matrix

= k cos 2(H) k cos 2(H),
F L -k sin(H) cos(Hi k sin(H) costHi- 162 1

shows the horizontal and vertical force per displacement on the mass
produced by small horizontal displacements of each support.

Normal modes

The modeshape matrix

L 0 "I/ml 6.

4t.

ft..,
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normalizes the mass matrix to a unit matrix, gives a frequency-
squared matrix

7-2 (k/m) cos 2[H) 0
0 2 ik/m) sin2(HL '

and a participation-factor matrix

p-ZQT F -F '- , m /2
L -(,jm/2) cot(H) ','m/2) cot(H)

Modal weights

Mode I (horizontal motion) has effective mass m, as obtained
from the squared sum of the first row of the participation-factor
matrix. Mode 2 (vertical motion! has effective mass m cot 2 lH i, ,Lth
the square of the cotangent representing the effect of the lever arms
that act to magnify or diminish the effects of a vertical force on :he
horizontally-directed supports and also act to magnify or diminish he
motions of the mass.

Waroing

Relative horizontal motions between the two supports %vill
simply displace the mass in the vertical direction without producing
any stresses or deformations tThe joints at the supports are pinnec

Interi)retation

The simple example here shows that the matrix forma!,sm is
not limited to unidirectional responses If cross-axis responses are
expected from unequal motions of supports. they should he included
in the model of the structure, and can be treated on the same basis as
on-axis responses-

4.
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AN EXAMPLE WITH ROTATIONAl. INERTIA

Structure

A steel plate is bridged between the flanges of two frames to
carry a weight made from a stack of steel plates, as shown in Figure 3
Four structures like this were built, installed in hulls, and tested with
torpedo impacts. The one analyzed here was tested in 1985 on the
SITV (Submarine Impact Test Vehicle) There it served as simulated
equipment for research purposes.

B ouncing

The structure was especially designed to be symmetric and
nonredundant with two simple modes of vibration In one mode the
weight would translate as a rigid body and bend the plate as a beam
The stiffness of the plate '33 incies iong, 22 inches wide, and I inch
thick, with equal loads 6.5 inches from each end' can be obtained 1rom :

handbook formulas as

12 (28E6) 22 (1)3/12
(6.5)2 13(33) - 4(6.5d *. - pounds per inch

The stack of plates i859 poundst and the center 20 inches of the
flexible plate (124 poundsI both participate in the bouncing mot!,r.
while the 6.5 inches at each end of the flexible plate connect from the
fixed support to the moving ioau sav one-third of A I pounds,
rough estimate of the tota mass in the bouncing mode is tnus
pounds The frequency should be

1 386 "199724,"~ -t -I Hertz ,()7:.:-
2r T 1010 . ..,

-.a.

Analysis of measurements from the SITV test showed that the
bouncing mode had a fixed-base frequency of 44 Hertz ,e.

4-
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Rocking

If the weight rotates about an axis through the center of the
plate and parallel to its ends, each half of the plate will. bend as a
simply-supported beam with a point load. Handbook formulas give
the stiffness of each half as

3 (28E6) 122 (1)3/121 16.5
(65)2 (16.5 - 6.5)2 601,420 pounds per inch. (681

Two such loads are each 10 inches from the center of the plate. and a
small rotation produces deflections of I0 inches per radian The
angular stiffness Is thus 120.284 million pound-inches per radian.

The mass moment of inertia for rotations about an axis through
the center of the plate can be obtained by starting with the moment
about the center of gravity of the weight (a block 25.5 bv 7 by 17

* inches),inches), i25-5)2 - (7)2

859 ' 12 7 50,055 pound-in 2  (69

Transfer to a parallel axis through the middle plane of the plate 9
inches from the center of gravity of the weight) by

859 (9)2 = 21.475 pound-in 2, (70.

and add an estimate for the center part of the plate.

120 )2 1 12

124 ( 12 = 4.142 pound-in2 .  (71
K12

to obtain a total moment of inertia of 75,682 pound-in 2 . Frequency is
then

1 '386 (120.284E6)
2 Ti 75682 125 Hertz. (72)
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Data from the test showed a fixed-base frequency r)l 137 Hertz for the
rocking mode

Matrices

The mass matrix,

M 101 0 (73)
L 0 75682j.

contains a mass in pounds and a mass moment oi inertia in pound-

inches squared. The stiffness matrix,

F199724 0 .741
L 0 120.284E6' ,-

has elements in pounds per inch and in pound-inches per radian. The
support-stiffness matrix

F 99862 99862 7
F - L3.645E6 -3.645E6. 175

shows that a one-inch displacement of both supports would apply a
force of 199,724 pounds to the translational coordinate.

Displacements of -I and -I inch would cause a rotation of 1/16 5
radians and apply a moment of 120.284E6/16.5 pound-inches to the
rotational coordinate.

Normal modes

The modeshape matrix

r3 1 46584E-3 0 - 76,Q , 1 76)
0 3.63499E-3'

normalizes the mass matrix to a unit matrix and gives a frequency-
squared matrix

-46
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-197.746 0.000 2
L 0.000 158 9 .3341 ;

that gives the frequencies of 44 and 125 Hertz.

Particiation 
factor

The participation-factor matrix is

Q15.8903 15.89037_
- 8.3365 -8.3365 R

Add along the rows by absolute value and square the sums to find
that Mode I (bouncing) has effective weight 1010 pounds and Mode 2
(rocking) has effective weight 278 pounds

Resoonses

From this point onward, the analysis proceeds in the usual
fashion. The IDDAM inputs at each support for the first mode are
obtained from its weight (1010 pounds), its frequency 144 Hertz1. and
the location of' each support relative to the point of impact of the
torpedo. Multiply each input by its factor from the first row of the
participation-factor matrix and sum to find the acceleration ol the
mode. Scale the first column of the modeshape matrix by that
acceleration to obtain the acceleration in the bouncing mode )I
response and continue to calculate forces, stresses, and deformations

Calculations for the second mode will be similar except that its
accelerations will be rotational accelerations in units of 386 radians
per second squared. Multiply by the mass moment of' inertia in
pound-inches squared to obtain moment in pound-inches. and
continue to calculate stresses and deformations from the applied
moment.

Finallv. the NRL Sum is used to combine stresses from the two
modes with warping stresses and operating stresses to estimate peak
stresses at critical points. The particular structure of the example had
neither warping nor operating stresses Checks were made for tensile
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loads in the bolts, stresses in the flexible plate, and stresses in the
welded brackets.

Intergretation

The example here shows that the formalism applies as well to
rotational responses as it does to translations, with the rotations given
in radians, stiffnesses represented by moments per radian, and
masses represented by mass moments of inertia.

Alternate models usinp, translatiohs %

Figure 4 shows four ways in which the two coordinates (one
translation and one rotation) for the example could be replaced by a
pair of translational coordinates. In each case the total mass of 1 010
pounds is represented by point masses located so as to reproduce the
mass moment of inertia about an axis through the center of the plate.

The case marked (a) is of special interest, since it shows that
placing two weights of 139 pounds each directly over the support
points not only gives the correct mass moment of inertia but provides
a total of 278 pounds to match the effective mass of the rocking mode.

Each of the configurations in Figure 4 can be analyzed to
produce results identical to the results obtained using a rotational
coordinate.

A REAL EXAMPLE

Source

Figure 5 is adapted from a sketch in Appendix E of a report of
engineering analyses of submarine equipment done by a Navy
shipyard.' The figure shows a 1-cubic-foot airflask supported
between two hull stiffeners by four beams built of quarter-inch steel

IM A Hattamer and M W Yargus. Analysisof MSW Cooling Pump & Piping and
Miscellaneous Air Flasks using Dynamic Analysis Method for Impact
Bremerton, Washington Puget SOund Naval Shipyard Engineering
Document 449 (22 April I)-7)

.4,
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plate. Calculations from the analvsis are summarized here witn some

changes in notation and revisions in procedures.

Coordinates

The airflask was taken to have three degrees of freedom,
represented by an athwartship translation of the center of gravity
(xl), rotation about a vertical axis (x2'. and rotation about a fore-and-
aft axis (x3).

Mass matrix

Masses were represented in units of 386 pounds (slinches), asrequired by the computer program that was to be used to find normal

modes. The mass for the translational motion was 1 17 slinches. The
mass moment of inertia about the vertical axis (along the axis of the
flask) was taken as that for a thin circular shell with radius 9 inches.
or

1.17 (9)2 = 95 lb-in-s 2 . (791

The shell was taken as 42 inches long for its moment of inertia about
the fore-and-aft axis, or

6(9)2 - 4(42)21 17 12 1 17,212 = 219 lb-in-s2  '801

The mass matrix was thus

,1.17 0 0
M= 0 95 0

0 0 2192'

ftpi

The two beams connecting to Frame 90 were angles made olf
quarter-inch plate 4 inches long, 3 inches wide, and (, inches deep
The cross-sectional area was 2 25 square inches and the area moment

51'
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about the neutral axis was 9 4 in 4  Their bending stiffness as

cantilevers fixed to the frame and pinned to the flask would be

30E6(9.4)
3 = 13.2 million lb/in 821

Shear stiffness (neglecting any shear factor) would be

2.25H IE6)"4 = 6.2 million lb/in. 1831

giving a combined stiffness of

13.2(6.2) I

13.2 - 6.2 = 4.2 million lb/in

for each beam.

The two beams connected to Frame 89 were 12 inches !nng. 3
inches wide, and I I inches deep. with area 3 5 square inchies and an ,
area moment of 46.4 in 4 The combined stiffness in bending and shear
was

2.413.2) -
24 32 14 million lb/in2 4 2 -

Stiffness matrix

All four beams act against an athwartship displacement of the
flask, producing a stiffness of I I 2 million pounds per inch for
Coordinate I The beams are attached 7 inches forward and 7 nches
aft of the centerline of the flask, so that when the flask is rotated
about a vertical axis they apply a moment of 548 8 mili on pound-

inches per radian to Coordinate 2 Moment arms for rotation about a
fore-and-aft axis are 12 inches above and below the center ()I tle

* ' flask for a stiffness of 1612.8 mill:on pound-inches per radian in
Coordinate 3

A--
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In addition, when the flask Is displaced to starboard (out of the ,
paper in Figure 5) the beams will apply a moment about the vertical
axis of

(-4.2-4.2)(7) - (-1.4-1,0 -7) = -392 million lb-in/in (86)

that must be reacted by an equal and opposite moment to keep the
flask from rotating. Similarly, rotation about the vertical axis will
produce a net force per angle of 39.2 million pounds per radian to port .

'p,

that must be reacted by an equal force to starboard to keep the flask
from translating. The stiffness matrix needs to be written as

71I 1.2E6 39.2E6 0K 1.39.2E6 548.8E6 0 (87)

L. 0 0 16 12.8E6 ; .

Sutoort sti bess e

A displacement of Frame 90 in the starboard direction at the ll
upper support (Ul) will apply 4.2 million pounds of force per inch of r
displacement to Coordinate 1 The force acts through a moment arm

of 7 inches to apply 29.4 pound-inches of moment per inch of
displacement to Coordinate 2. and acts through a moment arm of 12 2-
inches to apply 50.4 million pound-inches per inch to Coordinate 3.

Similar calculations for the other three supports lead toasupport-stiffness matrixn s e n

1 4.2E6 4.2E6 I 4E6 -AE6

F - 329.9AE29.8 E 6 -9E6 ,88)-
L50.E6 -50.E6 16.8E6 -16.8E6_

uoNormal modes

Data were entered into Computer Program RGGGI using the

ispecial format it required. The program aeturned three modes with
ispnatural frequencies 298, 424. and 536 Hertz. It provided a
modeshape matrix,

.58
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QS = 0.185 0. -0.066 189)
0 0. 1. 0. .

that had been scaled to make the largest element in each column have ,.
a value of unity.

Program RGGGI did not display the scale factors that it used.
They were recalculated by hand in a tabulation scheme that was
equivalent to

'4.42 0 o .

S2 = QS)TM QS 0 219 0. t90)
L 0 0 l.5k,

The original analysis continued with rounded calculations to remove
the squares of the scale factors from individual results as they
appeared. The following calculations depart from that method to )
remove the scale factors from the modeshape matrix directly by
dividing each column by the square root of its element of S2, to obtain

r0.476 0.000 0.796 '1
Q = 0.088 0.000 -0053' (91,

LO000 0 068 0.000

Alternate calculation

A recalculation of the normal modes was made using a 10 -digit
pocket calculator to obtain a mass-normalized modeshape matrix
directly as ,

0.483 0.000 , 0.788:'
Q - -0.087 0.000 0.054;- (92,

0.000 0.068 0.000

Differences in the third significant figure between this modeshape
matrix and the rescaled matrix from RGGGI appear to result from
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rounding of the scaled modeshapes in Equation 89.. Frequencies of the
modes are given as 298, 432, and 548 Hertz from the revised analysis.

The signs are reversed for rotation about the vertical axis in
Equation 92 because the data were entered into RGGGI using a left-
handed coordinate system. (Direction x pointed aft, y upward, and z to
starboard.)

The modeshape matrix from Equation 92 has been used in the
following calculations.

Participation factor

The participation factor is

'!-0.156 -0.156 0.438 0.4387
RT- p-2 QTF <0.462 -0.462 0.154 -0.154:,. ,93)

;0.412 0.412 0.049 0.049!

Modal weights

Sum each row of the participation-factor matrix by absolute
value and square the sums to find modal masses in the units of 386
pounds used in the mass matrix. Multiply bv 386 to find modal
weights of 550 pounds for Mode 1, 587 pounds for Mode 2. and 328
pounds for Mode 3.

IDDAM inouts

One of the IDDAM tables, used for the sake of an example.
shows that, at the point of impact. a weight of 550 pounds mounted at
298 Hertz would respond with a peak acceleration of 1264 g. A
weight of 587 pounds at 432 Hertz would respond to i 431 g. and 32"
pounds at 548 Hertz would respond to 2297 g.

One frame away from the impact point the responses would be
0.45 times as large, and at a distance of 24 inches around a frame
from the impact point the responses would be 0.60 times as large

=.
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Accelerations

If a torpedo were to strike in way of the upper support at the
after frame (support uji, the IDDAM inputs for the four supports,
multiplied by the participation factors, predict peak accelerations for
the three modes of

%.,,

834 0 0
B 0 304 0(94)

L 0 0 15962

The scaled modeshape matrix is

240 0 1259;

A -Q B -- 7 (0 86 ,'95' j

.-:j

L 0 21 0J

with accelerations in g for the translational coordinate (first row of the
matrix) and angular accelerations In multiples of 3-6 radians per
second per second for the rotational coordinates 'second and third
rows).

Forces and moments

Multiply dio

a 568
G - 0.386 M A -269 0 3136 1961

to obtain peak forces (thousands of pounds) applied to Coordinate I

and peak moments (thousands of' pound -inches 1 applied to
Coordinates 2 and 3 in each of the three modes The factor of' 0,386 is

ther

A

needced oernate mastrix tocoveiet nis

40 0 1259 ,,,

, A Q B i-7 0 86 ,,, 95).1',

' 'r' 21 ""6
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Static analvsis

The force and moment from Mode I place a load of -5 thousand
pounds on each of the two after supports, and a load of 14 thousand
pounds on each of the forward supports.

The moment from Mode 2 applies a load of 36 thousand pounds
to each of the upper supports and -36 thousand pounds to each of the
lower supports.

Mode 3 puts loads of 254 thousand pounds on each after
support and 30 thousand pounds on each forward one

Warping

Suppose that the warping formula gives a displacement 0 200
inch at the impact point (u 0, 0 120 inch at u2, 0090 inch at u-. and
0.05.4 inch at u4. The static formula for the motion of the airflask can
be solved most easily by writing it in the form

x - K-1 F u = iQ p-2QT F u Q RTU  q-7

that avoids inverting the stiffness matrix. The equilibrium positions
of the coordinates are

-0. 116000'
= '0.006286!. t,98

_0 002875

The displacement (translation and two rotations' at support ul
is 0 194502 inch, deflecting the beam there by 0 005498 inch and
producing a force of 23 thousand pounds Similar calculations show
balancing forces of -23 thousand pounds at u2. -23 thousand pounds
at u;, and -23 thousand pounds at u4

Stress analysis

The outermost fibers of the beams at Frame 9() were 4 inches
from the neutral axis and would have stress

.1i7
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" 1702 (99)

psi in bending per pound of force applied at the end of the beam.
Shear stress would be

2.5 0.400 (lIO0

psi per pound.
The beams at Frame 89 had their outermost fibers 6 inches

from the neutral axis, with stress 1 733 psi per pound there in
bending, and with shear stress 0 286 psi per pound.

The upper aft beam (ul) has loads, in thousands of pounds, of -5
'Mode 1), 36 (Mode 2). 254 (Mode 3). and 23 'warping,. Bending
stresses are -9, 62. 433. and 39 thousand pounds per square inch. The
NRL Sum of the bending stresses is

433 i -9 )2 62,12 - 139,2 - 507 thousand psi. 1 101)

Shear stresses are -2, 14. 102, and 9 thousand pounds per
square inch. with an NRL Sum of 19 thousand psi.

.p.

The calculation might as well stop here I as .t did in the original',
because there is no chance that the support at the impacted frame
could withstand the bending stress of 507 thousand pounds per
square inch or the shear stress of 119 thousand pounds per square
inch. The bending stress is more than ten times the yield stress for a
medium steel and the shear stress is more than four times vield in
shear. A redesign of the supports for the airflask is obviously needed.

.'7
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APPENDIX A
* A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO MATRIX ALGEBRA ""

MATRICES

A computer statement similar to

DIMENSION M(4,5) (A- I I

will reserve 20 memory spaces for numbers that can thereafter be
referenced as M(J,L), with J an integer in the range from I to 4 and L "%

an integer in the range from I to 5. The numbers are usually thought
of as arranged in a rectangular array with four rows and five columns.
designated simply by the letter M:

rM(ll) M(1,2) M(1,3) M(I,4) M( 15)-
iM(2,1) M(2.2) M(2.3) M(2.4) M(2.5)2

M = ]M(3.1)M(3.2) M(33) M(3,4) M(3,5) A-2)
:-: LM(4.1) M(4,2" N4 ,3) .M(4,4 M(45 )-

SOME DEFINITIONS

The matrix with dimension M(4.51 is called a recangulr mair

because it has a different number of rows than columns. A matrix -

a- with dimension M(4.4) would be called a square matrix The

elements M .I) are called the diagonal elements they would be the
elements M1 1.1 ,. .2.2). M(3,3),. and M4.4) for the matrix here

The sum of the diagonal elements is called the trace of the
matrix- the trace of the matrix here would be M(, 1) - M2.2, -M' 3,3
-M(4.4' A .- mmetricmatx is one in which every Mi.i is equal to
the corresponding M1L.J) - that is Mi 1.21 M(2. I1. M(1.31 = N11 3I .
and so on for all the pairs.

SOME OPERATIONS

is cllIf matrix Q has elements Q(.j,L'. the matrix with elements QI .L,

''Is called the transpose of Q. designated by QT Transoositiwn
corresponds to interchanging rows and columns in the array Ii the

595
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transposed matrix is equal to the original matrix (QT = Q), then the
matrix must have been both square and symmetric.

Matrices of the same dimension are added or subtracted by
adding or subtracting the corresponding elements. Matrices of
different dimensions cannot be added to or subtracted from one
another.

MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

The product of two matrices is written as if it were ordinary
multiplication. That is,

Z = MQ (A-3)

is the product of M and Q. The operation is not an element-by-
element multiplication, however, but involves multiplying each
element in a row of the first matrix by the corresponding element in a
column of the second matrix and summing the products Each element
of Z is generated as

Z(J,N) - M(J,I)Q(I, N) - M(J,2)Q(2,N) - M(JL3)Q(3.N,

- M(JA) Q(4,N) - .(A-4)

The equation can be abbreviated as

Z(J.N) = M(J,L) Q(L,N), 'A-51

where it is understood (the summjation con vention i that the product
is to be summed over all possible values of the repeated index L.

The product matrix Z will have as many rows as there were
rows in M, and as many columns as there were columns in Q.
Moreover. M must have exactly as many columns as Q has rows, so
that the index L can be assigned to both and run through a single
range of values

Because of the rule for multiplication, it is not surprising that
the matrix product QM is a different matrix from the product MQ.

60v.
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MORE DEFINITIONS O

A diagonal matrix is one in which all of the elements other than 6
the diagonal elements have values of zero. A unit matrix (usually
designated by I) is a diagonal matrix in which each diagonal element
has a value of unity.

The inverse of a matrix K is the matrix K-1 that makes
S

K-1 K = I (A-6)

be a unit matrix. Not all matrices have inverses. The definition ol an
inverse is reciprocal: K is also the inverse of K- I so that

I

K K-1 = I. (A-7 

If the transpose of a matrix is also its inverse, the matrix is said
to be unftarv That is.

UTU= I (A- -

defines U as a unitary matrix. A simple example is

,cos(H) -sin(H)-"

U=-sin(H) cosH)A

which is unitary for any angle H.
• ( I =

VECTORS

A matrix with only one column is called a column vector If a
matrix X has dimension X, 5,1), for example, it is a column vector with
Iive elements It is usual to suppress the unit uesignation and show
its dimension as X(5) Column vectors are designated by lower-case
boldface letters, such as x. in the present report.

A matrix with only one row is called a row vector It Is
dimensioned X 15 1. for example, and is designated here using the
symbol for transpose, xT Again the unit designation is usually

5,.?
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suppressed to show a row vector as dimension X(5), although this has
the defect of not distinguishing it from a column vector.

All of the rules for adding, subtracting, and multiplying *-':

matrices apply to vectors provided the unit dimension is understood.

SOME HELPFUL RELATIONS

The following rules can be verified by working out some simple "-

examples. First, the transpose of a matrix product is obtained from
the transposes of the factors taken in the reverse order, or

(MQ)T = QTMT. A- 10)

Similarly, the inverse of a product involves inverting and N% _

interchanging the factors, as

(MQ)-I = Q-1 M-1  'A-I I.

If a matrix is symmetric, its inverse is also symmetric.
However, the product of two symmetric matrices, such as M- 1 and K. ,
is not a symmetric matrix, since

(M-I K)T = KTM -T = K M-1  (A-121

is different from the original product M - K
Both the mass and stiffness matrices M and K for a structure 9

are necessarily symmetric. If a stiffness matrix were not symmetric.
for example, the structure could be run as a perpetual-motion
machine by moving it around a cycle in which the smaller off-diagonal
element was worked during the compression phase and the larger
offdiagonal element was used to provide power during the return
stroke.

Matrix elements for a structure can often by generated or
checked bv using the useful relations that xT K x/2 is the potential 'or
strain) energy and vT M v/2 is the kinetic energy. where x is a
column vector of displacements and v a column vector of velocities

S .
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USEFULNESS OF MATRIX ANALYSIS 'p

The rules for addition, subtraction, and multiplication of
matrices were chosen specifically so that matrix equations very -"

similar to scalar equations, such as

Ma K x = Fu, (A-13

would expand into precisely the set of coupled differential equations
needed to represent a structure with multiple coordinates. The great
compaction of the notation and the resultant improvement in
comprehension are exactly what is needed in analyzing complicated
structures.
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APPENDIX B
A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR RIDDAM

PROGRAM

1000 REM THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN CORE BASIC

1100 REM IDENTIFY THE PROGRAM
1110 PRINT "877F7 RIDOAN"
1120 PRINT " ACCEPTS A DIAGONAL MASS MATRIX IN"
1130 PR!NT "  POUNDS OR POUND INCHES SOURRED."
1140 PRINT " STIFFNESSES IN POUNDS PER INCH OR"
1150 PRINT " POUND-INCHES PER RADIAN."
1160 PRINT "R L BOAT, NAUAL RESEARCH LAB, WASHINGTON, DC"
1170 PRINT "JULY 15, 1987."
1180 PRINT

1200 REM DIMENSION THE UARIABLES
.... ... . " , 0), K( . .. . .. .

1220 DIM Q(0,10), P(10,10), R(0,10)
1230 DIM F1(00), W(O), 0(10), F2(10),B(10)
1240 DIM A(10,10),G(10,10)

1300 REM CASE NUMBER OR TEST CASE
1310 PRINT "ENTER A NUMBER FOR YOUR CASE, OR"
1320 PRINT "ENTER 0 (ZERO) TO RUN A TEST CASE."

1330 INPUT T
1340 IF T>O THEN 1410
1350 PRINT "CASE 0 IS A 1000-POUND BAR SUPPORTED"
1360 PRINT "INDEPENDENTLY AT EACH END. IT IS MODELED AS"
1370 PRINT "NI EQUAL MASSES WITH N+I EQUAL SPRINGS."
1380 PRINT

,



F.

1400 REM ASSIGN DEGREES OF FREEDOM
1410 PRINT "ENTER DEGREES OF FREEDOM (I TO 10)"
1420 INPUT NI
1430 IF NI<1 THEN 1410
1440 IF N1>1O THEN 1410

1500 REM CLEAR SOME MATRICES
1510 FOR J-1 TO NI
1520 FOR L=1 TO N1 p

1530 LET M(J,L)=O
1540 LET K(J,L)=O
1550 LET Q(J,L)=O
1560 NEXT L
1570 NEXT J
1580 IF T>O THEN 1810

1600 REM TEST CASE, MASS AND STIFFNESS
1610 LET N2=2
1620 FOR J=1 TO NI

LETa

1640 LET K(J,J)=2*2OODO*(I i)
1650 NEXT J
1660 FOR J=1 TO NI-I
1670 LET K(J.J+i)=-20000*(N1+1)
1680 LET K(J IJ)=K(JJ I)
1690 NEXT J -

1700 REM TEST CASE, SUPPORT STIFFNESS
1710 FOR J=1 TO NI
1720 LET F(J,!)=O
1730 LET F(J,2)=O
1740 NEXT J
i750 LET F(l,l)-2000O*(N1-I)
1760 LET F(N1,2)=20000*(NI.1)
1770 GOTO 2410
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1800 REM ASSIGN NUMBER OF SUPPORTS
1810 PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF SUPPORTS (I TO 10)"
1820 INPUT H2

1830 IF N2<1 THEN 1810 ''

2000 REM ENTER THE MATRIX ELEMENTS .

2100 REM DIAGONAL MASS MATRIX M.'.
2110 FOR J-1 TO NI 'l
2120 PRINT "ENTER MASS" ; J -
2130 INPUT M(J,J)"o'
2140 IF M(J,J)>O THEN 2170 -

2150 PRINT "MASSES MUST 5-c POcdlTI'JE. 7Y AGAIN."
2160 GOTO 2120
2170 NEXT J

2200 REM SYMMETRIC STIFFNESS AT ,X K "
2210 FOR j-1 TO hi -

2220 FOR L=J TO N!.

2230 PR INT "ST IFFNESS MRT: ! ' . " 1 LjMN " -

2240 INPUT K(J,L)
2250 LET K ' ,J)= 'l I f.
2260 NEXT L".-
2270 NEXT i -

2310 FOR J-1 Ti -

2320 FOR '.-I To -'.

S.
-o

2340 NP!,T . .
2350 HE× XTm

2360 NEXT .

2370 PflI"T

d.'
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2400 REM LABEL THE CASE
2410 PRINT "THIS IS CASE";T

2120 PRINT

2500 REM ECHO THE MASS MATRIX

' 2510 PRINT "MASS MATRIX M ""

25#20 FOR J=l TO NI

2530 FOR k-1 TO HI
2540 PRINT M(J,L),
2550 NEXT L
2560 PRINT
2570 NEXT i

2580 PRINT

2600 REM ECHO THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
2610 PRINT "STIFFNESS MATRIX K =
2620 FOR J=1 TO MI :
2630 FOR L-I TO NI1'

2640 PRINT K(J,L), .z

2650 NEXT L "
42660 PRINT "

412670 NEXT J

'.,

242O PRINT

2700 REM ECHO THE SUPPORT-STIFFNESS MATRIX
0 PRINT "SIPPORT-STIFFNESS MATRIX F

250FOR I=TO N,

2530 FCR L-I TO N2

2540 PRINT rl(J,L),

260 Ri ECOTETIFNS iTI

261 PRN E' "STFNES'ATI

2620 OR J= TO N

2630 OR L= TON
2640 RINT (JL)



3000 REM CHANGE OR CORRECT MATRIX ELEMENTS

3100 REM CHECK THE MATRICES
3110 PRINT "PLEASE CHECK THE MATRICES. IF THEY ARE GOOD"
3120 PRINT "ENTER 0. IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY, ENTER I."
3130 INPUT J
3140 IF J=O THEN 4110

3200 REM CHANGE THE MASS MATRIX M
- 3210 PRINT "MASS TO BE CHANGED OR 0 IF NO.CHANGE"

3220 INPUT J
3230 IF J<1 THEN 3310
3240 PRINT M(J,J)Y"IS OLC MASS";J;". ENTER NEW VALUE:"
3250 INPUT M(J,J)
3260 IF M(J,J)>O THEN 3210
3270 PRINT *MASSES MUST BE POSITIUE NUMBERS!"
3280 GOTO 3240

%- 3300 REM CHANGE THE STIFFNESS MATRIX K
3310 PRINT "ENTER ROW, COLUMN OF ELEMENT TO BE"
3320 PRINT "CHANGED IN K. ENTER 0,0 IF NO CHANGE."
3330 INPUT J,L
3340 IF J=O THEN 3410

3350 PRINT K(J,L);"IS OLO":J;L;". ENTER NEW VALUE:"
3360 INPUT K(JL)
3370 LET K(LJ)=K(JL)
3380 GOTO 3 310
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3400 REM CHANGE THE SUPPORT-STIFFNESS MATRIX F
3410 PRINT "ENTER ROW, COLUMN OF ELEMENT TO BE"

3420 PRINT "CHANGED IN F. ENTER 0,0 IF NO CHANGE."
3430 INPUT J,L
3440 IF J=O THEN 2410
3450 PRINT F(J,L);,IS OLD";J;L;". ENTER NEW UALUE:"
3460 INPUT F(J,L)
3470 GOTO 3410

4000 REM START NORMAL-MODE ANALYSIS
4100 REM NORMALIZE ON THE MASS MATRIX, QT*M*Q = I
4110 FOR J=I TO NI
4120 LET Q(J,J)=I/SQR(M(J,J))
4130 NEXT J

4200 REM SYMMETRIC DYNAMIC MATRIX, GT*K*Q
4210 FOR J=1 TO NI

4220 FOR L=1 TO NI
4230 LET P(J,L)=O(JJ)*K(J,L)MO(L,L)
4240 NEXT L
4250 NEXT J

4300 REM SHOW THE DYNAMIC MATRIX
4310 PRINT "SYMMETRIC DYNAMIC MATRIX QT*K*Q
4320 FOR J=1 TO NI
4330 FOR L=I TO NI
4340 PRINT P(J,L),
4350 NEXT L
4360 PRINT
4370 NEXT J
4380 PRINT

p
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5000 REM DIAGONALIZE THE DYNAMIC MATRIX %

5100 REM SET COUNTER AND RUN THROUGH OFFOIAGONAL ELEMENTS
5110 PRINT "CALCULATING...."
5120 LET E=O
5130 FOR J=1 TO NI-I .
5140 FOR L=J.I TO NI

5200 REM SORT COLUMNS BY INCREASING FREQUENCY
5210 IF P(J,J)<=P(L,L) THEN 5410
5220 FOR JI=I TO NI
5230 LET Z=Q(JI,J)
5240 LET Q(JI,J)=Q(J1,L)
5250 LET Q(JI,L)=Z
5260 LET Z=P(JI,J)
5270 LET P(JI,J)=P(JI,L)
5280 LET P(JI,L)=Z
5290 NEXT Ji

5300 REM AND INTERCHANGE ROWS OF P AS WELL
5310 FOR JI=l TO NI
5320 LET Z=P(J,JI)
5330 LET P(J,JI)=P(L,JI)
5340 LET P(L,J1)-2
5350 NEXT Ji

5400 REM SKIP SMALL UALUES
5410 it ABS(P(J,L)+P(L,J))<.U1 TMEN 5920 ,.

5500 REM DON'T DIVIDE BY 2ER0 E

5510 IF P(.J,.J)<P(LL) THEN 5610 ,55
5520 LET C=SOR(.5)
5530 LET S-C p.
5540 GOTO 5710
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5600 REM JACOBI ROTATION
5610 LET Hu.5*RTN((P(JL).P(LJ))/'(P(JJ)P(LL))) i:7e
5620 LET CzCOS(H)

5630 LET SzSIN(H)

5700 REM UPDATE THE COLUMNS OF THE MATRICES
5710 FOR JlI1 TO Ni Y

5720 LET 2-C*Q(JiJ)+S*Q(J1,L)
5730 LET Q(J1,L)-C*Q(J1,L)-S*Q(JiJ)
5740 LET Q(J1,J)=2
5750 LET Z=C*P(J1,J).S*P(J1,L)
5760 LET P(kJI,L)=C.*P(J1 ,L)-S*P(J1,J)
5770 LET P(J1,J)=Z
5780 NEXT Ji

5800 REM ANO ALSO THE ROWSE OF P
5810 FOR JiI TO Ni
5820 LET ('=C*P(J,ji)eS*P(L,JI)
5830 LET P(L,Ji)=C*P(L,Ji)-S*P(J,J1) *

5840 LET P(j,J1)=Z
5850 NEXT Ji

5900 REM STEP THE COUHTER AND END THE LOOP
5910 LET E-E-1
5920 NEXT L
5930 NEXT J

6000 RIEM SHOW RND TELL THE NORMAL MOGES

6100 REM IS P O!RGONAL YET?
6110 PRINT "29PPED;E,"OF THE OFFDPIGONRL ELE"ENTC
6120 IF E>O THEN 51.2



6200 REM SHOW MODESHAPES
6210 PRINT "MODESHAPE MATRIX =
6220 FOR J=1 TO NI
6230 FOR L=I TO NI
6240 PRINT Q(JL),
6250 NEXT L
6260 PRINT
6270 NEXT J
6280 PRINT

6300 REM SHOW FREQUENCY-SQUARED MATRIX
6310 PRINT "FREiQWEN Y- QIJRRIZ IRTRIX T** ="
6320 FOR J=1 TO NI
6330 FOR L=i TO NI
6340 PRINT P(JL),
6350 NEXT L
6360 PRINT
6370 NEXT J
6380 PRINT

6400 REM CHECK FOR LOOSE PARTS
6410 FOR J=1 TO NI
6420 IF P(J,J)<>O THEN 6440
6430 LET P(JJ)--.01
6440 NEXTJ

6500 REM PRRTICIPATION-FRCTO; ITRi< R
6510 FOR J=i TO NI
6520 FOR L' TO N2
6530 LET R(J,L)=0

6540 FOR Jl=l TO f! Zi,
6550 LET PJ,L -R( J L ,, Q( Jl 1 JIJ1 L)'

6560 NiEXT Ji l
6570 LET RI' J L =R :,JL ,P .jj

6580 NEXTL
6590 NEXT



6600 REM SHOW THE PARTICIPATION FACTOR
6610 PRINT "PARTICIPATION FACTOR R ="

6620 FOR J=i TO Ni
6630 FOR L=I TO N2 I
6640 PRINT RUM,
6650 NEXT L
6660 PRINT
6670 NEXT J
6680 PRINT

6700 REM CHECK FOR NEGATIUE EIGENUALUES
6710 FOR J=1 TO NI
6720 IF P(J,J)>O THEN 6770
6730 IF P(JJ)>-.011 THEN 5760
6740 PRINT "STRUCTURE COLLAPSES IN MODE"J ,
6750 PRINT "THERE IS A MISTAKE IN YOUR STIFFNESS MATRIX."
6760 LET P(J,J)=O
6770 NEXT J

6800 REM CALCULATE FREQUENCIES
6810 FOR J=1 TO NI
6820 LET F1(J)=SQR(386*P(J,J))/6,283185
6830 NEXT J

6900 REM CALCULATE MODIAL WEIGHTS
6910 FOR J=1 TO NI

6920 LET W(J)=O
6930 FOR L=I TO N2
6940 LET U(J)=W(J)ABS(R(J,L))
6950 NEXT L
6960 LET W(J)=U(J)*U(J)
6970 NEXT J

4 o
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7000 REM FREQUENCIES, WEIGHTS, ANO INPUTS

7100 REM REAL OR FAKE INPUTS .-S

7110 IF T=O THEN 7410
7120 PRINT "ENTER 0 TO GET FAKE INPUTS (EXAMPLE ONLY),"
7130 PRINT "OR ENTER I TO SUPPLY INPUTS FROM TABLES."
7140 INPUT J
7150 IF J-0 THEN 7410

7200 REM ENTER INPUTS

7210 FOR J=1 TO NI 'V
7220 PRINT "INPUT FOR";W(J);"POUNOS ANO";FI(J);"HERT(" I

7230 INPUT D(J)
7240 NEXT J

7300 REM ENTER FRAME FACTORS .

7310 FOR J=1 TO N2
7320 PRINT "FRAME FACTOR FOR SUPPORT";J
7330 INPUT F2(J)
7340 NEXT J
7350 GOTO 7610 I°

7400 REM INPUTS (FAKE) FOR TEST CASE
7410 FOR J=1 TO Ni
7420 LET D(J).3*P(J,J)/SQR(1I4.OOO001*W(J)yP(J,J))
7430 NEXT J

7500 REM FRAME FACTORS (FAKE) FOR TEST CASE
7510 LET F2(1)=.
7520 FOR J=2 TO N2
7530 LET F2(J)=,5*F2(J-I)
7540 NEXT J

75
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7600 REM SHOW THE MODES
7610 PRINT "MODE", FREQUENCY",'WEIGHT ",INPUT"
7620 PRINT ,"(HERTZ)","(POUNOS)""(3)" .G
7630 FOR J=1 TO NI
7640 PRINT J, FI(J),W(J),O(J) -

7650 NEXT J
7660 PRINT

7700 REM SHOW THE FRAME FACTORS
7710 PRINT "FRAME FACTORS (RATIO TO iMPACT POINT)"
7720 FOR J=1 TO N2
7730 PRINT F2(J),
7740 NEXT J
7750 PRINT
7760 PRINT

8000 REM PEAK RESPONSES

8100 REM CALCULATE ACCELERATIONS OF MODES
8110 FOR J-1 TO NI
8120 LET 8(J)=O :%

8130 FOR L=I TO N2
8140 LET B(J)=5(J)+R(JL)*F2(L)l0(J)
8150 NEXT L
8160 NEXT J

8200 REM CONUERT TO ACCELERATIONS OF MASSES
8210 FOR J=I TO NI
8220 FOR L=I TO NI
8230 LET A(J,L)=Q(J,L)*B(L)
8240 NEXT L
8250 NEXT J

76
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8300 REM FIND PEAK FORCES IN ERCH MODE 

8310 FOR J=l TO Ni
8320 FOR L=1 TO Noi
8330 LET G(J,L)=M(J,J)*A(J,L) 

Z

8340 NEXT L %I

8350 NEXT J

6400 REM SHOW THE ACCELERATIONS
8410 PRINT "PEAK ACCELERATIONS (6) IN EACH MODE"
8420 FOR J=1 TO NI
8430 FOR L=I TO NI
8440 PRINT R(J,L),
8450 NEXT L
8460 PRINT
8470 NEXT J
8480 PRINT

8500 REM SHOW THE FORCES %-'-%
8510 PRINT "PEAK FORCES (POUNDS) iN EACH MODE"
8520 FOR J=l TO Ni 9

8530 FOR L=I TO NI
8540 PRINT G(JL), S

8550 NEXT L
8560 PRINT
8570 NEXT J
8580 PRINT

9000 REM WINDUP

9100 RME WMRT 5MMLL WE DO IENT-
9110 PRINT "THIS IS ALL THIS PROGRRM DOES. CHOOSE:"
9120 PRINT "I - NEW IMPACT POINT" •
9130 PRINT "2 - NEW INPUT TABLES"
9140 PRINT "3 - CHANGE THE SUPPORTS"
9150 PRINT "4 - CHANGE THE STiFFNESS MATRiX" '.'-

9160 PRINT " - CHANGE THE MASS MATRIX"

9170 PRINT "6 - NEW STRUCTURE' .
9180 PRINT "9 - END THIS RUN"
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9200 REMi CHOICE
9210 INPUT J,
9220 IF J=1 THEN 7310
9230 IF J=2 THEN 71210
9240 IF J=3 THEN 3410 -

9250 IF J=4 THEN 3310
9260 IF J=5 THEN 3210
9270 IF J-6 THEN 1310
9280 IF J=9 THEN 9910
9290 GOTO 9110

9900 REMl END
9910 PRINT "THANK YOU FOR RUNNING THIS PROG3RAM."
9920 PRINT "FINISHED"
9930 END

COMMENTS

Docu mentation

The program IS sPif -documented by remarks. 111 Uses ine
same procedures and most of Ithe same symbols as ar-e
described in the text of this report.

Core BASIC

The program is writuen in -rimiti,-e
without any of the enhancements ta are avaiai e
dialects of BASIC. As such, it is long and siOww but snw)u, j:2 a
is on any' computer that has a BAIS!C comnpiler oFr
The program is also wasteful of memorv since ! r &r17
does not use any shortcuts and defines ne'w variah~e 1-i e -n
step in the calculation
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SAMPLE OUTPUT

Test case, Case 0

The program is loaded with an example consisting of a
uniform bar with weight 1000 pounds and axial stiffness
20,000 pounds per inch The bar can be represented by from
one to ten lumped masses evenly spaced along a massless
spring A simple analytical solution is available for the fixed-
base frequencies and modeshapes of the string of equal
masses -

Following is part of the output "rom Case 0 The bar was
modeled using four stations, each representing the motion of a
200-pound mass lump The remaining mass was lumped with
the supports at each end of the bar

The test case uses a simple formula to generate IDDAM-
!,,ke inputs The inputs are for sake ol the example only and are
not intended to appiy to any particular situation.

THI S CASE 0

RSS MTPRIX r =

200 0 n %
0 200 0 0

0 0 220 0
C2 0 2 0

nI

-

2'CC0C0 -2C00 -20 C

CCC' -, coco

: ar. " "h .n 'n \lj.d:',n 'r, *:L, \" : ,"v , '. 'c Ft; Fr'eet Vhib llun
>v~Lem'. ,' u,'.i. / , ,,,,7,. ' . . .,'/,]'.;, ',,, A :4 flbtr ,i '!

Sm

, "-.-.:e -.- ---.-,.. -..- -', , , , ',- -, --,'; ,'-" ;-.- .- ,'-'.'L- -: '#% ".-'.-" .'.-... " -" -' " " """" -"" ' "



N W

SUPPORT-STIFFHESS MRTRIX F100000 ,

0 0 -
0 0
0 100000

SYMMETRIC DYNAMIC MATRIX QT*K*Q
1000 -500 0 0

-500 1000 -500 0
0 -500 1000 -500
0 0 -500 i00'

CALCULATING ..
ZAPPED 6 OF THE OFFDIRGONAL ELEMENTS.
ZAPPED 6 OF THE OFFDIAGONAL ELEMENTS.

ZAPPED 5 OF THE OFFOIRGONAL ELEMENTS.
ZAPPED 0 OF THE OFFOIRGONAL ELEMENTS.

MODESHAPE MATRIX Q =
2.628614E-02 -4.25328E-02 4.2-53267E-012 -2.6 28 6E- 0 2'
4.253229E-02 -2,628698E-02 -2.628676E-02 4.25324E-02
4.25328E-02 2.628614E-02 -2.628635E-02 -4.25326?E-02
2.628698E-02 .253229E-02 4.253241E-02 2.628677E-02

FREQUENCY-SQUARED MATRIX QT*K*Q
190.983 4.936953E-03 2.26589E-05 5.789629E-06
4.912365E-03 690.983 -5.086626E-06 -2,625585E-05 %

2.227984E-05 4.204654E-06 1309.017 -2.479627E-03
-7.09665E-06 2.624094E-05 -2.42592iE-03 1809.017

PARTICIPATION FACTOR R =

13.7636 13.76404

-6.155405 6.155331
3.249208 3,249187

-1.453074 1.453097
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